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Sharper Image Camera Drone Unboxing Sharper Image Camera Drone Manual Instructions IStreaming 2.4GHz DX-4 HD VIDEO DRONE . STREAMING 2.4GHZ DX-4 HD VIDEO DRONE SHARPER IMAGE®12 SHARPER IMAGE®INSTRUCTING TO KNOW THE DRONE PLEASE READ ALL THE IPRIOR ALERTS
AND INSTRUCTIONS TO USE. KEEP THIS DOCUMENT AS IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE DRONE. .1. Drone CHARGING must be charged before each use (USB charging cable included) - The indicator light will turn off once fully charged. Install the batteries in the remote control 2.
PAIRINGBefore each flight pairs the remote control with the drone: 1. Turn on the drone and place on a flat, flat level 2 surface. Turn on the remote control and move the left joystick up, then down 3. The beep will indicate the correct coupling 4. Repeat steps 1 and 2 if necessary 3. DIRECTIONAL LIGHTS White lights
indicate the front of the drone - Red lights indicate the back of the drone - Not applicable in automatic orientation mode 4. REMOTE CONTROL OVERVIEWPractice fly the drone under 1 foot O and at low speed until convenient with all controls to avoid unncessary damage or left Joystick injuries: PLEASE GIVE US A
CALL ... WE ARE HERE FOR HELP CUSTOMER SERVICE(800) 37 4-27 44 Before calling please locate the 10-digit code printed on the back of your S&amp;amp;OYO-SMALL PARTS NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS ADULTSEMBLY REQUIRED INTRODUCTIONCongratulations on your purchase of the
Sharper Image Streaming 2.4 GHz DX-4 HD Video Drone. Get ready to climb to new heights. Master the art of drone flight and stunts with remote control maneuverability. This light weight stunt drone will provide hours of fun. SPECIFICATIONS Drone battery: 800 mAh Li-poRemote Battery Controller: 6 x 1.5V AA
charging time: about 120 minutes Maximum recommended altitude 150 ft. TABLE OF CONTENTSGeneral Warnings Contents and Remote Battery Installation Charging Battery and Replacing Propellers Remote OverviewOperating Drone Modess and FCC Warning Page 1Page 2 Page 3Page4 Page 5Page 6 Page
7Page A number of drone companies on the market are trying to meet the different needs and preferences of the various industries. Attracting these industries are drone companies that make drones at discounted prices. These include companies like Sharper Image, Hubsan, and Udirc. Their drone models offer
lightweight features. The Sharper Image drone aims to improve a user-friendly experience for users. Hubsan designs drones to meet different targets with four brands (Flying High, Night Walker, Take Flight and Angry Swarm). These are themed to meet their different goals and camouflage themselves in the current
environment. Udric focuses instead on the capacity and performance of their drones, minimizing overall dimensions. Click To buy or Read reviews The sharpest image is himself. With a number of exceptional economic models such as the DX-1, DX-2, DX-3 and DX-4, with each successor leaving a better drone with
improved features. Improved features result in better vision with better range coverage. Again, they supported their goal of designing affordable drones. The whole model offers Sharper drone images that are clear and detailed if you need to take a video or capture photos. Just like the name suggests, they capture crisp
images and videos. From Sharper Image, sharper Image Drone DX-4 is not only affordable, but also offers excellent features. Its overall design is great making it easy to transport and store away when not in use. It allows you to take photos, videos, as well as audio that are clear and accurate. In addition to recording and
choosing to view content later, you can also stream live HD videos to your smart device or any other Wi-Fi connected device, thus enjoying fun moments with your friends and family. With this drone Camera Sharper Image you and take photos on heights that would be quite dangerous to get. This model is robust with
ease of manoeuvrability thanks to the automation features. Dronethusiast does reviews on all kinds of drones to help people find the best cyber drone deals Monday for 2019, you can read more about it now! Faq about Sharper Image DX-4 What is the resolution of your camera? It has a 3MP camera. What is the battery
life? This drone is powered by a 3.7V 800Mah Li-Po rechargeable battery. Once it is fully charged, it will operate for about 10 minutes before the need to recharge it. What are the volts and/or mAh of the battery? It has a battery capacity of 3.7V and 800 mAh. Where can I find extra parts? The recommended place to get
extra parts is the company's official website. This is because they will help you identify the right parts for your drone. Could you fly 2 DX-4 drones at once? If you have two controllers, you can fly two DX-4 drones. All you have to do is pair them. What is the range for the device? It has a range coverage of about 450 feet in
both directions. Just look out for any barriers. Can I use it with my tablet? Yes, you can. It should be able to connect with Wi-Fi enabled devices such as smartphones and tablets. What operating systems can support this device's app? It is supported by both Android and IOS. Does it require an assembly? Yes, it does.
However, it is not complicated as some parts are preassembled. Sharper Image Drone DX-4 HD Video Streaming Drone Review The dX-4 Sharper Image drone delivers long-term performance, functionality and service. It allows you to take shots, and audio with clear and precise results. In addition to recording and
viewing content later, you can also stream live HD video to your smart device, whether it's a smartphone, tablet, or any other Wi-Fi connected device. You no longer need to trees or risk accidents with this drone. Below is the Sharper Image Drone review to help you better understand its capabilities and strengths. The
package is complete with drone parts that require assembly, a USB charging cable, as well as replacement props to help provide functionality. Over time, you may need to replace some parts for one reason or another and these are made easily available on the company's official website. Key features of the DX-4 HD
Sharper Image Drone Video Streaming Drone It comes with exceptional features to suit its functions. Below are key features that make this Sharper Image Drone stand out among its direct competitors. - Automatic take-off, landing, as well as the capacity of hover cars In an attempt to increase ease of use, this drone
comes with some automated features. It is equipped with automatic take-off that allows you to have a smooth elevator prevent possible accidents such as take-off. It is also equipped with automatic hover when in use to facilitate the process so as to obtain stability as you enjoy the view of the surrounding. With stability
come better and clearer videos, as you will not continue to tremble. After use, you can use the automatic landing feature that will help you with the flight as well as in smooth landing. This will make sure that even after capturing the movie you want, do not destroy it. Automation makes this a key feature as it allows you to
use it as a beginner as well. All you have to do is figure out what each button in the control is responsible for. Multi-directional remote control with 360-degree stunts It comes complete with a remote control just like any other drone. However, this remote control is multi-directional which is responsible for a smooth switch
when in use. Plus, it allows 360-degree stunt rolls to capture images and videos just the way you like. You don't need a special effect button to change the content tanks to this feature. With just one button, you will be able to perform a 360-degree barrel roll, which is easy, convenient, as well as efficient. - HD video
streaming features as well as still shots This Sharper Image drone with camera has the ability to take photos as well as capture video and audio. All you need are the right settings on the remote control and you can make the most of the moment. It doesn't stop at this as you can also live streaming HD video directly to
your Wi-Fi enabled device like your smartphone or tablet. With this, you can share the videos and photos you take with the drone. Your loved ones will always be up to date on what's happening around you. 3-speed control In an attempt to increase manoeuvrability and to capture the desired content, you have the
switching option between 3 speeds. Beginners are welcome to work at slow speeds as they learn to control the drone. As they perfect their flying skills, they can work with both speeds to suit your ideal preference. - Long-lasting Li-poly rechargeable battery that constantly replaces batteries and works with the hassle of
finding the batteries that fit, this Sharper Image Drone models a long-lasting li-poly rechargeable battery. It takes about an hour to fully charge it. This means that you can use it repeatedly without the worry of running out as long as it is within its lifespan. All you need is a power outlet to recharge it for your next shot. 2.4
Ghz Transmitter It is equipped with a 2.4 Ghz transmitter that includes 4 spare blades. This transmitter ensures that the content you see lives up to the standards to meet the desired expectations about the results. 21 x 14 x 4 inches in product size - Has 6 gyro stabilization axes - 360-degree aerobatic rolls - 2.4 Ghz
transmitter - 4 LED lights for better display - 3-speed control - Automatic take-off, Hover cars, as well as ground car - Li-poly rechargeable battery Pros - Easy to maneuver with automated functions - Possibility to change speeds for better follow-up - You can share live video with Wi-Fi devices enabled - Smaller sizes for
easy storage and the transport that makes it reliable - Allows a 360- degrees with the use of a single button - Long-lasting rechargeable battery - The device remains stable when capturing content
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